Abstract: Asymmetry of paw usage in the laboratory mouse is an experimental model for left-right asymmetry of hand usage. Given a set number of reaches into a centrally placed food tube (an unbiased or U-world test), individual mice exhibit a number of left and right paw reaches that is reliably expressed on retesting. Whereas different inbred strains appear to have equal numbers of individual mice with a left-or a right-preferred paw after a U-world test, there are significant differences among strains in the degree or strength of lateralization of the preferred paw. We report here a systematic series of tests of paw usage with naive mice and retests of the individuals in test chambers with the food tube biased to the left or to the right, contrasting the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and the very weakly lateralized (or ambilateral) CDS/Lay inbred strains and their (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation. The results caused a shift in the paradigm of paw usage. There is an unexpected qualitative difference in paw usage between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay. C57BL/6J is random in its left-right paw usage, but it is conditioned by the left or right direction of the initial biased-world test and by usage. CDS/Lay is constitutively equal-pawed, responds very little to direction of the test chamber, and is not conditioned by it. The probability of left-paw versus right-paw usage depends on both the genotype and the context of the test. The (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation suggests that constitutive equal-paw usage of CDS/Lay is dominant to experience-conditioned paw usage of C57BL/6J. There is also an apparent quantitative difference between the very weakly lateralized (ambilateral) preferred paw usage in CDS/Lay and the highly lateralized preferred paw usage in C57BL/6J. The difference in degree of lateralization of preferred paw usage between the constitutively equal-pawed CDS/Lay strain and (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation must originate from allelic differences at other gene loci between the CDS/Lay and C57BL/6J parental strains. The SWV and NOD/Lt strains were also assessed in asymmetrical tests because they were known to be weakly lateralized and similar to each other in a U-world test and to be significantly different from both C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay. SWV is experience-conditioned and weakly lateralized; NOD/Lt is constitutively equal-pawed and weakly lateralized. Further analysis will determine the genetic cause of the qualitative difference between constitutive equal-paw and experience-conditioned paw usage and the genetic cause of the quantitative differences in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw within each type of paw usage.
Introduction
Left-right hand usage is an obvious expression of developmental asymmetry. As an interesting neurobiological and neuropsychological phenomenon, it has remained refractory to analysis of genetic and developmental cause, and its potential association with other behavioural and developmental traits engenders much debate (Bishop 1990; Coren 1990) . Lateralization of human handedness has been tied inexorably to cerebral dominance (or specialization) and lateralization of language, but it is discussed as if there is a "gene" with major effect (e.g., Bryden 1988; McManus and Bryden 1992; Corballis 1997) . A recent review suggested that manual asymmetries in nonhuman mammals are "learned and are not due to some inborn or genetic determinant" (Provins 1997 ) and, therefore, have little relevance to understanding human manual asymmetry. Given the state of understanding of human manual asymmetry, a genetically determined, experimental model of left-right hand usage clearly would be important in exploration of the developmental biology that underlies asymmetrical hand usage.
Pioneering studies by R.L. Collins demonstrated that paw usage of the mouse is easily assessed in a single-paw, foodreaching task. Individual mice appear to express a highly reliable number of left-paw and right-paw reaches to retrieve food when they are placed in a test chamber with a centrally placed food tube, defined as an "unbiased" or "U-world" test (Collins 1968 (Collins , 1969 . Typically, 50 paw reaches are allowed. The number (0-50) of right-paw entries (RPE) in 50 paw reaches provides a relative measure of direction of paw usage; RPE scores of 0-24 indicate more left-paw usage and RPE scores of 26-50 indicate more right-paw usage. If the RPE scale is folded about the median value of 25 on the 0-to 50-RPE scale, the number of reaches with the preferred paw (the preferred-paw entry or PPE), without regard to left or right direction, provides a measure of the degree or strength of lateralization of the preferred paw.
Within an inbred strain, such as C57BL/6J, approximately half of the mice are more left-pawed and half are more rightpawed in the U-world test (Collins 1968 (Collins , 1969 . Among different strains that were given a U-world test, left-right direction appeared to be genetically neutral, but the degree or strength of lateralization of the preferred paw (regardless of left-right direction) is genetically determined. True breeding, highly lateralized (HI) and weakly lateralized (LO) strains were easily selected from a genetically heterogeneous stock (Collins 1985 (Collins , 1991 . Surveys of unselected inbred strains with a U-world test demonstrated significant differences in degree of lateralization (Betancur et al. 1991; Gruber et al. 1991; Signore et al. 1991; Waters and Denenberg 1994 ). An expanded survey of genetically different inbred strains and stocks of the laboratory mouse as well as different species and subspecies of the genus Mus suggested that there are different distributions of left-right paw usage that are unique and characteristic of different genotypes. There may be three major phenotypic classes of preferred paw usage: highly lateralized, weakly lateralized, and very weakly lateralized (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) . Figure 1 illustrates this with the distributions of RPE and PPE scores for the highly lateralized C57BL/6J, the weakly lateralized SWV, and the very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strains (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) . Popular expectation is that development of manual asymmetry will be controlled by alternate alleles at a single locus, because the phenotypic difference in human hand usage appears to be a dichotomy between a right-handed and lefthanded direction on a single task measure such as writing. Nevertheless, there is debate whether manual asymmetry in humans is a dichotomy between right and left on single-task measures or between strongly right-handed versus all others on multiple-task meaures or is best represented by a preference score that measures degree of lateralization with an inventory of multiple task measures (McManus and Bryden 1992; Klar 1996; Corballis 1997) . Confusion about human hand usage lies in equating the results of different methods to assess manual asymmetry (Bryden and Steenhuis 1991) .
Paw usage phenotypes of the mouse that are characteristic of different genotypes do not provide an easy resolution to the confusion. The phenotypes of single genotypes (i.e., inbred strains) are complex distributions (Fig. 1) . No single genotype specifies a unique right-paw entry (RPE) score that is mutually exclusive of other genotypes, and no RPE score of an individual mouse corresponds with a unique genotype. For example, an individual mouse that expresses a value of 10 RPE out of 50 paw reaches (and is obviously more left-pawed) is indistinguishable from other mice that express the same RPE score, regardless of the genotype of the mouse (see RPE class 4 from the three strains in Fig. 1 that includes RPE scores of 9-11).
Several interpretive hypotheses can be supported by the paw usage phenotypes that are represented by the RPE scores from the three genotypes ( Fig. 1) in which a naive mouse is given an unbiased choice. For example, a C57BL/ 6J mouse may be randomly and intrinsically determined to use either its left or its right paw so that, in the U-world test, half the mice are highly lateralized left and half are highly lateralized right. A similar conceptual model was used to describe mice that are homozygous for the recessive situs inversus viscerum mutation (iv/iv), in which the left-right looping of the embryonic heart tube is random and half the embryos express the situs inversus phenotype and half the embryos express the normal, wild-type, situs solitus phenotype (Layton 1976; Kurnit et al. 1987; Supp et al. 1997 ). An alternative hypothesis may be that an individual C57BL/6J mouse is not intrinsically determined but is random in its initial choice of left or right paw usage; when it reaches first with the left or right paw, it has a high probability of continuing to use that paw (Fig. 1) .
In contrast with C57BL/6J, all CDS/Lay mice may be fixed (not random) with equal left and right paw usage.
Whether a CDS/Lay mouse reaches first with the left or right paw, it has a high probability of using both paws, and the distribution of RPE scores of individual mice is expected to be normally distributed about a mean of equal paw usage (Fig. 1) . SWV may be intermediate between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay (Fig. 1) . Interpretive hypotheses will remain speculative without an understanding of the underlying development of the specific brain and behaviour relationship.
An approach that might give greater insight into the biological nature of the observed paw usage behaviours is the use of asymmetrical or biased-world test chambers. Assessment of paw usage by different genotypes in different asymmetrical test worlds, relative to their U-world tests, can be considered to be an assessment of the phenotypic reaction norms (or "norms of reaction") of different genotypes to different environments (Lewontin 1974; Lynch and Walsh 1998; Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998) . Collins (1975) laid the foundation for this by placing the food tube flush to the left or right sides of the test chamber, defining a "L-world" or a "R-world," respectively. Only the C57BL/6J strain was assessed in asymmetrical test chambers and it responded to direction (Collins 1975) .
The purpose of this study was to systematically assess paw usage of the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strains to different asymmetrical test worlds and to interpret the qualitative and quantitative differences in their phenotypic response. This study was made necessary by an attempt to use a segregating F 2 generation to assess the apparent genetic difference between the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains in their degree of lateralization of the preferred paw from a U-world test. When the strain difference was approached as a simple difference that may be determined by potentially additive effects of quantitative trait loci, and implied by the strain difference in distribution of PPE scores (see Fig. 1 ), the segregating F 2 generation suggested there is greater genetic complexity with potential dominance or epistatic interaction effects. Assessment of paw usage in asymmetric test chambers was extended to the SWV and NOD/Lt strains that are both weakly lateralized by their mean PPE scores from a Uworld test, relative to the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strains.
Materials and methods
The C57BL/6JBid, CDS/Lay, NOD/Lt, and SWV/Bid are registered inbred strains of the laboratory mouse whose origins and maintenance have been described previously (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) . The mice were tested for paw usage beginning at 10 weeks of age. They were fasted for 12-24 h and assessed in an unbiased U-world test chamber with a centrally placed food tube or in left-or right-biased test chambers with the food tube flush to the left or right sides. The dimensions of the chambers are described in Collins (1975) . The test chambers with the food tube flush to the left or right sides are defined as a L-world or a R-world, respectively (Collins 1975) . Our test apparatus accommodated up to five mice in separate compartments. Flaked food was placed in the food tube, and the number of right and left paw entries in a total of 50 reaches to retrieve a piece of food was counted.
The measures to summarize paw usage are the ones developed by Collins (1985) and are used here for consistency and to facilitate comparisons. The primary measure of paw usage is the num- Fig. 1 . Strain distributions of right-paw entry (RPE) and preferred-paw entry (PPE) scores from U-world tests of naive mice of the C57BL/6J, SWV, and CDS/Lay inbred strains. The 51 RPE (right paw entry) scores (0-50) are grouped in 17 equally sized classes; the 26 PPE scores (25-50) are grouped in 13 equal-size classes. Data for C57BL/6J and SWV are from Biddle et al. (1993) and data for CDS/Lay are from Biddle and Eales (1996) and the sample size for each strain is 150 mice (75 females and 75 males). The frequency distributions are plotted on the same scale to illustrate the phenotypic differences.
ber of reaches with the right paw or the right-paw entry (RPE) in 50 reaches and it provides a relative measure of left-right direction. A score of 0-24 is more left-pawed and a score of 26-50 is more right-pawed. A second measure is the preferred-paw entry (PPE) and is derived from the individual RPE scores by the transformation PPE = absolute ͦRPE -25ͦ + 25 (see Collins 1985) . That is, the PPE score is the larger of the number of right or left paw entries in the 50 paw reaches. The PPE score provides a measure of the degree or strength of lateralization of the preferred paw with values of 25 to 50, without regard to its left-right direction. The logit transformation (Tukey 1977 ) of the PPE scores, which was used by Collins (1985) and in our previous analyses of genetic differences (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) , was not used in this report.
The U-world assessment of paw usage of the F 1 mice from the reciprocal crosses between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay was described previously (Biddle and Eales 1996) and the F 1 hybrid is defined collectively as (B6 × CDS) F 1 . By convention, the strain of the female parent is usually written first in the abbreviated designation of the hybrid generation. Where this distinction is made for reciprocal hybrid generations, the abbreviations are B6.CDS F 1 and CDS.B6 F 1 . The F 2 generations were produced from each reciprocal F 1 generation and are defined collectively as (B6 × CDS) F 2 .
The F 2 generations were tested for paw usage in the U-world. Fivehundred mice (250 females and 250 males) from each reciprocal F 2 were assessed and compared to check for potential effects of mitochondrial and X-linked genetic factors.
A sample of 25 naive female C57BL/6J and 53 naive female CDS/Lay mice was tested in the U-world and retested in the Uworld 1 week later. Association between the RPE scores from the naive test and the retest in the U-world was assessed for individual mice.
Equal numbers (75) of male and female C57BL/6J and CDS/ Lay were tested for paw usage as naive individuals in either the Lworld or the R-world and, 1 week later, they were retested in the respective opposite test world. A total of 150 mice were tested in each sequence of tests for each strain. The results from the biasedworld tests were compared with previous tests in the U-world of naive mice of the two genotypes (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) .
A new sample of (B6 × CDS) F 1 was produced from the reciprocal crosses between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay, and they were tested for paw usage as naive individuals in either the L-world or the Rworld and, 1 week later, they were retested in the respective opposite test world. The (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation was tested in order to assess an apparent qualitative difference in paw usage behaviour between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay. For the test sequence of L-world first and R-world second, 69 B6.CDS F 1 (35 females and 34 males) and 54 CDS.B6 F 1 (28 females and 26 males) were assessed. For the test sequence of R-world first and L-world second, 55 B6.CDS F 1 (26 females and 29 males) and 52 CDS.B6 F 1 (27 females and 25 males) were assessed.
Equal numbers (75) of male and female SWV and NOD/Lt were tested as naive individuals in either the L-world or the R-world and, 1 week later, they were retested in the respective opposite test world. A total of 150 mice were tested in each sequence of tests for each strain. The results from the biased-world tests of SWV were compared with a previous U-world test of naive SWV mice (Biddle et al. 1993; Biddle and Eales 1996) . The results from the biased-world tests of NOD/Lt were compared with a new sample of 150 naive NOD/Lt mice (75 females and 75 males) that were tested in the U-world.
Various analytical methods and biometrical tests were applied to the data. The tests were taken from Sokal and Rohlf (1969) and Siegel (1956) and are described in the Results when they are used. The level of significance for all tests was α = 0.01.
Results and discussion
U-world test of F 1 and F 2 generations from the cross between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay
The distributions of right-paw entry (RPE) and preferredpaw entry (PPE) scores from a U-world test of naive mice of the (B6 × CDS) F 1 and F 2 generations are illustrated in Fig. 2 , and the mean scores are summarized in Table 1 . There were no differences in either the RPE or the PPE scores between the reciprocal B6.CDS F 1 and CDS.B6 F 1 generations or between the F 2 generations that were derived from them or between sexes within generation.
The original purpose of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation was to assess the PPE scores for evidence of segregation of genetic factors that control the difference in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw between the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay parental strains (see Fig. 1 ). With a genetic model for segregation of the difference in PPE scores, the F 2 generation might also be amenable to quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis (Lynch and Walsh 1998) using polymorphic markers (Dietrich et al. 1996) that differ between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay. There would be a straightforward analysis if allelic forms of the QTLs that control the difference in PPE scores are distributed between the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains such that all the alleles that produce the highly lateralized phenotype are in C57BL/6J and those that produce the very weakly lateralized phenotype are in CDS/Lay.
The mean PPE score of the (B6 × CDS) F 1 was known to exhibit dominance deviation from additivity in the direction of the weakly lateralized CDS/Lay parent (Biddle and Eales 1996) . The mean PPE score of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation is similar to the mean of the F 1 generation (Table 1) as expected for an F 2 generation, but inspection of the distribution of PPE scores of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation ( Fig. 2b) shows deviation in the direction of the weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strain. There is a deficiency of highly lateralized (B6 × CDS) F 2 individuals that are phenotypically similar to C57BL/6J; the distribution of PPE scores from the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation is skewed to the right.
The deficiency of highly lateralized, C57BL/6J-like individuals in the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation is reinforced when the distribution of PPE scores of the F 2 generation is assessed against a single-gene model. An expected F 2 distribution was generated by combining the observed PPE distributions from the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay parental strains and the (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation in the usual 1:1:2 ratio, respectively. Comparison of the observed distribution of PPE scores from the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation with this expected distribution by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test shows there is a significant deviation from expected (D max = 0.085 with an associated two-tailed probability of 1.0 × 10 -6 ). If more than a single genetic locus controls the difference in degree of lateralization between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay, the skew to the right in the distribution of PPE scores of the F 2 generation suggests there may be dominance (epistasis) that will complicate a QTL analysis.
Transformation of the PPE scale to liability (see Falconer 1965; Falconer and MacKay 1996) did not remove the skew to the right from the distribution of PPE scores from the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation. If more than one genetic locus con-trols the difference in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay, the effects of these loci are not expressed additively on the PPE scores of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation. This caused us to re-examine the primary measure of the right-paw entry (RPE) score of individual mice, and the assumptions that are made when the PPE score is derived from the RPE score.
If the direction of paw reaching in a U-world is random for all mice, the mean or average RPE score of a single genotype should be approximately 25 on the 0-to 50-RPE scale. The PPE score, derived from the RPE scale by folding it at the mean value of 25, is expected to measure the average deviation of individual mice from the theoretical genotypic mean RPE of 25, without regard to their left or right direction. Inspection of the distribution of RPE scores from the sample of 1000 (B6 × CDS) F 2 mice (Fig. 2b) does not provide phenotypic evidence for segregation of genetic factors that would produce the highly lateralized (left or right) RPE scores of C57BL/6J and the very weakly lateralized or ambilateral RPE scores of CDS/Lay (see Fig. 1 ). The parametric means of the RPE scores of the F 2 and F 1 generations do not differ from a value of 25 (Table 1) and this is expected, but the variances of the distributions of RPE scores from the F 2 and F 1 generations are essentially identical (Table 1) and this is not expected. There is no evidence that would reject the null hypothesis that the distributions of the RPE scores of the F 2 and F 1 were drawn from the same population.
The question was asked whether the direction of paw reaching in a U-world is random. The response of individual C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay mice to repeated U-world tests was assessed.
Repeated U-world tests of C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay
Naive C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay female mice were assessed in the U-world and retested 1 week later in the U-world. The mean right-paw entry (RPE) and mean of the preferred-paw entry (PPE) scores that are derived from the RPE scores of individual mice are summarized in Table 2 . The RPE scores from individual mice are illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. C57BL/6J was known to express a reliable number of leftpaw and right-paw reaches when individual mice are retested in a U-world (Collins 1975) , but CDS/Lay has never been retested to assess the reliability of the individual RPE scores between tests. There is a significant association between the RPE scores from a naive test and a retest of individual mice from both strains in the U-world when the associations are assessed by a Spearman rank correlation (shown in Figs. 3a and 3b).
Naive C57BL/6J mice appear to be highly lateralized and random in the left or right direction of paw usage when they are given a choice in a U-world test. The mean RPE score of C57BL/6J is approximately 25 on the 0-50-RPE scale (Table 2), although very few mice have a RPE score of 25 (see Fig. 3a or Fig. 1 in which RPE class 9 includes RPE scores of 24, 25, and 26). Since the RPE scores of C57BL/6J are highly reliable on retesting in the U-world (Fig. 3a) , the deviations of individual mice from a highly lateralized RPE score of either 0 or 50 might reflect random differences that are programmed during development in individual mice and, therefore, this number of left and right paw reaches is expressed upon retesting the individuals in the U-world. Naive CDS/Lay mice appear to be equal-pawed or ambilateral when they are given a choice in a U-world test (see distribution of RPE scores in Fig. 1 ). The distribution of the number of CDS/Lay mice in the 17 RPE classes in Fig. 1 (original data from Biddle and Eales 1996) fits a normal distribution when the distribution is tested for goodness-of-fit to normality by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (P = 0.09, two-tailed probability). The U-world RPE test scores of individual CDS/Lay mice are also highly reliable on retesting in a U- Biddle and Eales (1996) . Table 1 . Summary of the right-paw entry (RPE) and preferred-paw entry (PPE) scores from the (B6 × CDS) F 1 and F 2 generations from the reciprocal crosses between the C57BL/6J and CDS/ Lay strains.
Fig. 2.
Distributions of right-paw entry (RPE) and preferred-paw entry (PPE) scores from U-world tests of naive mice of the (a) (B6 × CDS) F 1 ; and (b) (B6 × CDS) F 2 generations. The RPE scores and the PPE scores are grouped as in Fig. 1 , and the frequency distributions are plotted on the same scale to facilitate the phenotypic comparisons with the parental C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains. Original data for the (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation are from Biddle and Eales (1996) ; data for the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation are from the present study.
world (Fig. 3b) . With a U-world test, CDS/Lay might be described as intrinsically equal-pawed, and the deviations of individual mice from a mean of 25 RPE might reflect random differences that are programmed during development. These deviations from the mean of 25 RPE are expressed as a consistent number of left-and right-paw reaches on repeated testing in the U-world (Fig. 3b) .
The degree of lateralization of the preferred paw with a U-world test, measured by the mean PPE score (e.g., Table 2), appears to provide an adequate quantitative measure of the difference between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay, if the difference between the two strains is simply a difference between an intrinsic but random left-or right-paw usage in C57BL/6J and an intrinsic but equal-paw usage in CDS/Lay. Further assessment of this interpretation of the phenotypic difference might be provided by asymmetrical test chambers in which individual naive mice are tested in a biased world and then retested in the opposite direction, 1 week later.
Asymmetrical tests of paw usage in C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay
The mean right-paw entry (RPE) and preferred-paw entry (PPE) scores of naive C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay mice from a L-world or a R-world test are summarized in Table 3 . The mean RPE and PPE scores from the retest in the opposite test worlds of these same mice, 1 week later, are also listed in Table 3 . There were no sex differences in response, and the sexes are combined in Table 3 . The distribution of RPE scores from naive C57BL/6J mice exhibits a dramatic response to the direction of the test (Fig. 4) , but the distribution of RPE scores from naive CDS/Lay mice does not (Fig. 4) .
The responses to direction of the test chamber of individual naive C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay mice and the responses to switching the direction of the test chamber for the retest were analysed in a systematic sequence of paired comparisons within genotype that appears to provide an approach to the underlying genetic difference between the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains (Table 3 ). The biometrical tests of significance of difference for the paired comparisons are summarized in Table 3 in order to simplify their presentation and the tests are referred to in sequence in the text. Some results are obvious by inspection of either the sample means and their 95% confidence limits (Table 3) or the graphical summaries.
Comparison 1
The mean RPE scores (Table 3) of naive mice within genotype from a L-world and a R-world test were compared by a t-test, because they are independent samples; the mean RPE scores for both genotypes in a L-world are significantly different from their respective mean RPE scores in a Rworld (comparison 1 in Table 3 ). The left-right direction of the test chamber has a significant effect on direction of paw usage in both genotypes. The mean RPE scores of naive mice in a L-world or in a R-world define the mean RPE scores for the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay genotypes that are expected when they are tested naively in the respective biased-world chambers.
The norms of reaction of naive C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay to the direction of the test chamber, using the mean RPE scores, are summarized in Fig. 5 (L-and R-world tests are from Table 3 and U-world tests are from original data in Biddle and Eales 1996) . If the average direction of paw usage of naive mice is being assessed, there is an obvious genotype × direction interaction in expression of mean RPE score. CDS/Lay is relatively more right-pawed than C57BL/ 6J in a L-world, but C57BL/6J is relatively more rightpawed than CDS/Lay in a R-world.
Comparison 2
The distributions of RPE scores of individual naive mice that were tested in a L-world or in a R-world were compared with the respective distributions of RPE scores that were observed on retesting the same mice in the opposite test world (Fig. 6) . The biometrical comparison is analogous to a before-and-after treatment comparison for the same individu- and CDS/Lay females tested as naive mice in the U-world and retested in the U-world 1 week later. The association between the RPE scores from individual mice was measured by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r) and is significantly different from the null hypothesis of no association for both strains (probability shown in each figure) .
als, and the tests of significance of response to retesting were made by a paired-comparison, randomized complete blocks ANOVA (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) . The variance ratios for individual mice, tested in a biased world and retested in the opposite test worlds, are highly significant for both genotypes (comparison 2 in Table 3 ). Therefore, both strains respond to the direction of the retest when they are switched to the opposite test world. The association between the RPE scores from the first test of naive C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay in a biased world, and the retest of these same individuals in the opposite test world is shown in Figs. 7a and 7b . The associations are highly significant for both directions and for both strains, when the associations are tested by Spearman rank correlation tests (shown in Figs. 7a and 7b ). There is symmetry in going from a naive test in a L-world to a retest in a R-world and vice versa; this symmetry can be visualized by folding the respective graphs over each other. Figure 8 illustrates an alternate method to illustrate and compare the difference between C57BL/6J (Fig. 8a) and CDS/Lay (Fig. 8b) in their responses to a biased-world test as naive mice and to a retest in the opposite test world. The 
Mean RPE ± 95%
Mean PPE ± 95% method was suggested by the associations in Fig. 7 (Dr. D.
Wahlsten, personal communication). The mean (or average) of the RPE scores of an individual in the L-and R-worlds (Y-axis) is plotted against the numerical difference between the individual's RPE scores in the L-and R-worlds (X-axis).
The effect of this transformation is to rotate the scatter plot of the associations in Fig. 7 by 45°in a counterclockwise direction. Mice that were tested as naive individuals in a Lworld and retested in a R-world are shown in the left panels of Figs. 8a and 8b ; the reverse test sequence is shown in the right panels of Figs. 8a and 8b. When individual C57BL/6J mice express little or no change in RPE score between a L-world and R-world test, they are usually highly lateralized with a strong left-paw or right-paw preference (mean RPE score near 0 or 50) (Fig. 8a) . When CDS/Lay mice express little or no change in RPE score between L-and R-worlds, they are usually weakly lateralized (mean RPE score near 25, Fig. 8b ).
Comparison 3
The mean RPE scores from the retest of mice in the opposite test worlds were compared with the observed and, therefore, expected mean RPE scores of mice that were tested as naive mice in that biased test world. For example, the mean RPE score of mice from a retest in a R-world, after their initial test as naive mice in a L-world, was compared with the mean RPE score of the second sample that was tested as naive mice in the R-world. The question is: Do mice that have been tested in a biased world switch their direction of paw usage in response to the change in direction of the test chamber and do they exhibit the expected mean RPE score of naive mice in that biased test world? These comparisons were made by t-tests, because the samples are independent (comparison 3 in Table 3 ).
The critical comparisons between C57BL/6J and CDS/ Lay are summarized in Table 4 as a series of contrasts. The (B6 × CDS) F 1 generation is included in Table 4 for later discussion. The mean RPE scores of naive mice that were tested in a L-or R-world are significantly different from each other (contrast 1 in Table 4 ). After an initial test in a biased world, C57BL/6J can switch direction of paw usage but it does not express the mean RPE score for naive C57BL/6J that are tested in the opposite test world. The difference between observed and expected mean RPE scores for C57BL/6J is highly significant for both the left-biased and the right-biased comparisons (contrasts 2 and 3, respectively, in Table 4 ). After an initial test in a biased world, CDS/Lay can also switch direction of paw usage and it does express the mean RPE score that is expected for naive CDS/ Lay mice that are tested in the opposite test world. The difference between observed and expected mean RPE scores for CDS/Lay is not significant for either the left-biased comparison or the right-biased comparison (contrasts 2 and 3, respectively, in Table 4 ).
The systematic sequence of assessments of paw usage in asymmetrical test chambers and the comparisons among the right-paw entry (RPE) scores revealed an unexpected qualitative difference between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay (Fig. 8) . Naive mice of both C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains respond to the direction of the test chamber. Experience conditions the direction of paw usage in C57BL/J and this effect is revealed when the mice are retested in the opposite world 1 week later (contrasts 2 and 3 in Table 4 ). C57BL/6J mice appear to exhibit a functional imprint of the direction of paw usage from their initial test as naive mice. Returning to the norm of reaction of naive C57BL/6J to the direction of the test chamber (shown in Fig. 5 ), the functional imprint of direction of paw usage is illustrated in Fig. 9 . After a naive test in a L-or R-world, C57BL/6J mice do not express the mean RPE score that is expected for naive mice in the opposite test world. Although naive CDS/Lay mice exhibit a small response to the direction of the test chamber, this experience does not condition the direction of their paw usage and the paw usage phenotype of CDS/Lay appears to be a constitutive behaviour (contrasts 2 and 3 in Table 4 ).
This qualitative difference between an experienceconditioned behaviour in C57BL/6J and a constitutive behaviour in CDS/Lay suggests a new interpretation of the observed difference in paw usage phenotypes between the two strains when they are assessed as naive mice in an unbiased U-world test (see Fig. 1 ). Also, this interpretation has a direct bearing on the design and analysis of the underlying genetic cause of the difference in paw usage between the two strains.
In a U-world assessment, naive C57BL/6J mice appear to be random and highly lateralized in their left or right direction of paw usage (Fig. 1) . The mouse is given a choice in a U-world test. Naive C57BL/6J may randomly use the left or right paw but, with the protocol of 50 paw reaches, this experience conditions the direction of paw usage in individual C57BL/6J mice. The distribution of RPE scores of naive C57BL/6J mice in the U-world is expected to be U-shaped ( Fig. 1) and, retesting C57BL/6J in a U-world is expected to produce highly reliable test scores in individual mice (Fig. 3a) , confirming the results of Collins (1975) . This raises further unknowns that are not tested in this report, such as the number of reaches that are required to condition the direction of paw usage in C57BL/6J, how permanent it is, and whether there is an age effect. In contrast, CDS/Lay may be intrinsically or constitutively programmed to be equal-pawed. Naive CDS/Lay mice are expected to exhibit a normal distribution of RPE scores with a mean of approximately 25 in a U-world test (see Fig. 1 ). Since paw usage in CDS/Lay is not conditioned by direction, the association between the first and second test of CDS/Lay in a U-world (Fig. 3b) is expected if the deviation of individual mice from the mean RPE score of 25 is due to random but fixed intrinsic differences among individual CDS/Lay mice. Therefore, the association between the RPE scores of individual mice from the first and second U-world test are expected results for both C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains (Figs. 3a and 3b ), but they are expected for two different underlying causes. Naive C57BL/6J mice are conditioned by direction and usage in the U-world, and the individual mice express that direction on retesting in the U-world; CDS/Lay is not conditioned by direction of usage and, upon testing and retesting in the U-world, individual CDS/Lay mice ex- press a constitutive equal-paw usage with the random deviations from equal-paw usage that are fixed for the individual mice.
The mean PPE scores, derived from the RPE scores of C57BL/6J or CDS/Lay, remain approximately constant within strain and significantly different between the two strains when the mice are assessed in different test worlds (Table 3) . Since there is a qualitative difference between an experience-conditioned behaviour in C57BL/6J and a constitutive behaviour in CDS/Lay, a simple U-world test protocol and a folding of the distribution of RPE scores to derive a PPE score is not appropriate to characterize the apparent phenotypic difference between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay in order to analyse the underlying genetic cause. The strain difference is no longer a simple difference between a highly lateralized, preferred-paw usage in C57BL/6J and a weakly lateralized (or ambilateral) paw usage in CDS/Lay as it appears to be in the distribution of their PPE scores (Fig. 1) . If the genetic cause of the difference between the complex distributions of paw usage of C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay is assessed with a U-world test of the F 1 and subsequent F 2 generations, knowledge of the experience-conditioned versus constitutive behaviour in the F 1 and F 2 generations is required.
Constitutive equal-paw usage of CDS/Lay is dominant to experience-conditioned paw usage of CDS/Lay
The distribution of RPE scores from a U-world test of the F 1 generation from the reciprocal crosses between C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay is shown in Fig. 2 . In the U-world, naive (B6 × CDS) F 1 mice have a distribution of weakly lateralized paw usage (Fig. 2) that is very different from the distributions of the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and ambilateral CDS/Lay parental strains (Fig. 1) . Asymmetrical, biasedworld tests were used to determine whether this is an experience-conditioned behaviour or a constitutive behaviour.
Samples of approximately equal numbers of naive females and males from each of the reciprocal B6.CDS F 1 and CDS.B6 F 1 generations were assessed in L-world or in Rworld test chambers and retested 1 week later in the opposite test worlds (Table 5 ). The data are summarized as mean RPE scores with 95% confidence limits of the means. Based on the systematic sequence of analyses of the parental C57BL/ 6J and CDS/Lay strains, the F 1 generation is expected to respond to the direction of the biased-world tests and it obviously does (comparison 1 in Table 5 ). Nevertheless, the critical question is whether or not the F 1 generation is experience conditioned by the test. Do the F 1 mice that have been tested as naive mice in a biased-world switch direction of paw usage in response to the direction of the retest (comparison 2 in Table 5 ) and do they exhibit the expected mean RPE score of the opposite biased world (comparison 3 in Table 5)? There was no heterogeneity between sexes or between the reciprocal F 1 generations, and the results are combined in Table 5 . After prior testing as naive mice in a left-or right-biased direction, the F 1 generation switches direction of paw usage in the respective retests in the opposite direction and is not significantly different from the expected mean RPE scores of the opposite test world (comparison 3 in Table 5 ).
The association between the RPE scores from the first test of naive (B6 × CDS) F 1 mice in a biased world and the retest of the same individuals in the opposite test world is shown in Fig. 10 . The associations are highly significant for both directions when they are tested by a Spearman rank correlation test. The transformation that compares the mean (or average) of the RPE scores of an individual (B6 × CDS) F 1 in the L-and R-worlds with the difference between the individual's RPE scores in the L-and R-worlds is shown in Fig. 11 for comparison with the parental C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains in Fig. 8 . The critical contrasts between the mean RPE scores of (B6 × CDS) F 1 in response to biasedworld tests and to retests in opposite test worlds are summarized in Table 4 for comparison with the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay parental strains.
The F 1 generation is constitutively equal-pawed, similar to the CDS/Lay parental strain and different from C57BL/6J. Therefore, constitutive equal-paw usage of CDS/Lay is dominant to experience-conditioned paw usage of C57BL/6J. Depending on the definition of what might be the wild-type behaviour, either the experience-conditioned paw usage of C57BL/6J may be a recessive loss-of-function behaviour or the constitutive equal-paw usage of CDS/Lay may be a dominant gain-of-function behaviour. Further dissection of the genetics and functional biology of paw usage will distinguish between these suggestions. The association between the RPE scores from each naive test and retest sequence was measured by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r) and is significantly different from the null hypothesis of no association for both strains (probability shown in each figure) .
The mean PPE scores of the (B6 × CDS) F 1 that are derived from the RPE scores remain constant when the mice are tested in different test worlds (Table 5 ) and they are significantly different from the mean PPE scores of C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay ( Table 3 ). Now that both the CDS/Lay parental strain and the (B6 × CDS) F 1 are known to be constitutively equal-pawed, the significant difference between them in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw (see Figs. 1 and 2) must arise from allelic differences between the CDS/Lay and C57BL/6J parental strains.
Initially, the difference in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw between the CDS/Lay and C57BL/6J strains was thought to be amenable to a QTL analysis (Lynch and Walsh 1998) of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation (Fig. 2) . Clearly, the analysis will be confounded by the segregation of allelic differences in two, qualitatively different traits. Among individuals of the F 2 generation, both the dominant constitutive and the recessive experience-conditioned behaviours as well as differences in degree of lateralization of the preferred paw are expected to be segregating. This begins to provide an explanation for the observed skew in the distribution of PPE scores of the (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation that was assessed in the U-world (Fig. 2 ). An understanding of the relationship between the qualitative and quantitative paw usage behaviours will be needed before it is possible to interpret the paw usage of the segregating (B6 × CDS) F 2 generation. Fig. 8 . Difference in RPE scores of individual (a) C57BL/6J; and (b) CDS/Lay between a biased-world test as naive mice and the retest 1 week later in the opposite test world, relative to the mean RPE score from the two tests. The mean (or average) RPE score for an individual in the L-and R-worlds (Y-axis) is plotted against the numerical difference between the individual's RPE scores in the L-and R-worlds (X-axis). Naive mice that were tested in a L-world and then retested 1 week later in a R-world are shown in the left panels; mice that were tested in the reverse sequence are shown in the right panels.
Mean RPE ± 95%
Test and direction C57BL/6J CDS/Lay (B6 × CDS) F 1 1. Mean RPE for naive mice in biased worlds Naive L 14.0 ± 2.5 Table 4 . Critical contrasts between mean right-paw entry (RPE) scores for C57BL/6J, CDS/Lay, and (B6 × CDS) F 1 tested in biased worlds.
Phenotypic reaction norms of weakly lateralized SWV and NOD/Lt strains
The phenotypic reaction norms of the CDS/Lay and the (B6 × CDS) F 1 demonstrate that heritable differences can be expressed in the degree of lateralization of the preferred paw among different constitutively equal-pawed genotypes. This is not known for different experience-conditioned genotypes. The wide range of apparent phenotypic differences in degree of lateralization among different inbred strains that have been tested as naive individuals in a U-world (see strain survey and review in Biddle and Eales 1996) provides a starting point to answer this question.
From their U-world assessments, the SWV strain (see Fig. 1 ) and the NOD/Lt strain (Biddle et al. 1993 ) are both weakly lateralized, relative to the highly lateralized C57BL/ 6J and very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strains, and they are similar to each other by their mean PPE scores. The phenotypic reaction norms of SWV and NOD/Lt were assessed in asymmetrical biased-world tests. Samples of 75 females and 75 males from each strain were assessed as naive mice in L-world or in R-world test chambers and retested 1 week later in the respective opposite test worlds (Table 6 ). There was no difference between the sexes for any test, and the data are combined and summarized as mean RPE and mean PPE scores with 95% confidence limits of the means. Naive mice of both strains respond to the direction of the asymmetrical tests (comparison 1 in Table 6 ). Nevertheless, the critical question is: Do the SWV and NOD/Lt mice that have been tested in a biased world switch direction of paw usage in response to the direction of the retest and do they exhibit the expected mean RPE score of the opposite biased world? The weakly lateralized SWV strain does not exhibit the expected mean RPE score of the biased world after prior testing as naive mice in the opposite direction (comparison 3 for SWV in Table 6 ) and it is experience conditioned by direction of usage, similar to C57BL/6J. The weakly lateralized NOD/Lt strain exhibits the expected mean RPE score of the biased world after prior testing as naive mice in the opposite direction (comparison 3 for NOD/Lt in Table 6 ) and it is constitutively equal-pawed, similar to CDS/Lay.
The association between the RPE scores from the first test of naive SWV and NOD/Lt in a biased world and the retest of the same individuals in the opposite test world is shown in Fig. 12 . The associations are highly significant for both directions of the test sequence when they are tested by a Spearman rank correlation test (shown in Fig. 12 ). These associations can be compared with the association tests for individuals of the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains (Fig. 7) .
The critical contrasts between the mean RPE scores of SWV and NOD/Lt in response to biased-world tests and to retests in opposite test worlds are summarized in Table 7 to simplify a comparison with the contrasts between the C57BL/6J and CDS/Lay strains (Table 4) . Tables 4 and 7 clearly demonstrate the difference in paw usage behaviour between strains that are either experience conditioned or constitutive. Figure 13 compares the mean (or average) of the RPE scores of individual SWV and NOD/Lt mice in the L-and R-worlds with the numerical difference between the individual's RPE scores in the L-and R-worlds. With U- world tests (Biddle and Eales 1996) , both SWV and NOD/Lt appeared to be weakly lateralized and indistinguishable in their paw usage behaviour. The graphical analysis in Fig. 13 , in conjunction with the contrasts in Table 7 , appears to be useful to illustrate the behaviour of individual mice in response to biased-world tests and to retests in opposite test worlds and to identify the difference in behaviour between the experience-conditioned paw usage of SWV (Fig. 13a) and the constitutively equal-paw usage of NOD/Lt (Fig. 13b) . When SWV and NOD/Lt are assessed in different test worlds, the mean PPE scores, derived from the RPE scores, remain approximately constant within strain, and the two strains are similar to each other (Table 6 ). Relative to the highly lateralized C57BL/6J and very weakly lateralized CDS/Lay strains, the SWV and NOD/Lt strains can still be Fig. 10 . Comparison of the right-paw entry (RPE) scores from L-world and R-world tests of individual naive (B6 × CDS) F 1 mice with the retest of the same individuals in the opposite test world 1 week later. The sample size for each test sequence is listed in Materials and methods. The association between the RPE scores from each naive test and retest sequence was measured by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r) and is significantly different from the null hypothesis of no association (probability shown in each figure). Fig. 11 . Difference in RPE scores of individual (B6 × CDS) F 1 between a biased-world test as naive mice and the retest 1 week later in the opposite test world, relative to the mean RPE score from the two tests. The mean (or average) RPE score for an individual in the L-and R-worlds (Y-axis) is plotted against the numerical difference between the individual's RPE scores in the L-and R-worlds (X-axis). Naive mice that were tested in a L-world and then retested 1 week later in a R-world are shown in the left panel; mice that were tested in the reverse sequence are shown in the right panel.
Mean RPE ± 95%
Mean PPE ± 95% the direction of increasing PPE values, from 25 to 50. Therefore, the three genotypes of C57BL/6J, SWV, and CDS/Lay in Fig. 1 from a U-world test were described as highly lateralized, weakly lateralized, and very weakly lateralized, respectively, as they have been in this report. C57BL/6J and SWV are now known to be random and experienceconditioned by usage and their left-right direction of paw usage depends on the context of the test. Using the PPE scale (i.e., the folded RPE scale), C57BL/6J can still be described as highly lateralized and SWV can still be described as weakly lateralized.
The PPE scale presents a semantic problem for the description of the CDS/Lay strain, now that both CDS/Lay and the NOD/Lt strain are known to be constitutively equalpawed. Using the 25-50 PPE scale (i.e., the folded RPE scale), CDS/Lay is said to be very weakly lateralized or essentially ambilateral (with a small mean PPE score), and NOD/Lt is said to be only weakly lateralized (with a large mean PPE score). With constitutive equal-paw usage in both CDS/Lay (see Fig. 1 ) and NOD/Lt, the mean PPE score provides a measure of the average deviation of individual mice from a theoretical value of 25 PPE. The mean PPE score is similar to the standard deviation or measure of the variance of the normal distribution of equal-paw usage, with a small variance (or small standard deviation) in CDS/Lay and a large variance (or large standard deviation) in NOD/Lt. The quantitative genetic difference between CDS/Lay and NOD/ Lt appears to change the variance of the normal distribution from a small variance in CDS/Lay to a larger variance in NOD/Lt or, in other words, from strongly equal-pawed to weakly equal-pawed, respectively.
Returning to the experience-conditioned C57BL/6J and SWV strains that are random in left-right direction in a Uworld, we suggest that the highly lateralized RPE or PPE distribution of C57BL/6J (see Fig. 1 ) is what would be expected if the ambilateral, constitutively equal-paw usage of the strongly equal-pawed CDS/Lay (see Fig. 1 ) was changed to a random left-right paw usage that can be experienceconditioned by usage. This change simply divides the normal distribution of RPE scores of CDS/Lay in Fig. 1 at the midpoint of 25 on the 0-50 RPE scale and everts the two halves of the distribution. The highly lateralized PPE values of the random left-right, experience-conditioned C57BL/6J are conceptually equivalent to the very weakly lateralized PPE values of the constitutively equal-pawed CDS/Lay. We further suggest that different alleles of modifier gene loci that decrease the degree of lateralization of experienceconditioned paw usage genotypes (e.g., from higher PPE score in C57BL/6J to lower PPE score in SWV) may act in the opposite direction in constitutively equal-pawed genotypes to increase the degree of lateralization (e.g., from lower PPE score in CDS/Lay to higher PPE score in NOD/Lt).
It should be possible to assess and identify the cause(s) of the quantitative genetic differences in degree of lateralization by standard strain crosses, employing a QTL analysis (see Lynch and Walsh 1998) with informative polymorphic markers (Dietrich et al. 1996) . However, the analysis will be practical only among strain pairs that are either constitutively equal-pawed or experience-conditioned. Without the definitive phenotypic reaction norms of the F 1 hybrids, previous analyses of the PPE scores from U-world tests of the F 1 hybrids from a series of different strain pairs (see Biddle and Eales 1996) suggest that there will be additivity in PPE scores between strain pairs with qualitatively similar pawusage behaviours and dominance deviations in PPE scores between strain pairs with qualitatively different paw-usage behaviours. For example, additivity in the PPE scores was observed in the F 1 generation from the cross between SWV and C57BL/6J, and dominance deviation was observed in the F 1 generation from the cross between CDS/Lay and C57BL/6J (Biddle and Eales 1996) . At that time, both additivity and dominance deviation in the degree of lateralization of the F 1 generations between different strain pairs could not be interepreted, other than to suggest that ". . .there may be genetic heterogeneity in the cause of the phenotypic categories. . ." (Biddle and Eales 1996) . Nevertheless, a more interesting question can be anticipated. Do allelic forms of the same QTLs modify the degree of lateralization of both constitutively equal-paw usage and experience-conditioned paw usage? And, as predicted above, do they act in opposite direction on the qualitatively different behaviours of constitutively equal-paw usage and experience-conditioned paw usage?
The genetic analysis of the cause(s) of the qualitative difference between constitutively equal-paw usage and experience-conditioned paw usage may require a very different and creative analysis with appropriate sets of recombinant inbred (RI) strains and recombinant congenic (RC) strains (see Silver 1995) . RI and RC strains will permit the multiple measurements on replicate samples of single genotypes that are necessary to define the constitutive and experienceconditioned traits and to detect segregation of the two traits from defined pairs of parental strains. This study explored the paw-usage behaviour of individual mice to biased test worlds and the response to retests in opposite biased worlds, and the analytical methods identified the constitutive and experience-conditioned traits (e.g., Table 4 and Figs. 8 and 11 ). The methods may be useful in further genetic analyses.
Summary and conclusion
Different genetic models have been proposed to interpret the cause of human left-right manual asymmetry (reviewed in McManus and Bryden 1992) . The models have focussed on the direction of human hand usage as the genetically determined variable and they appear to have their conceptual foundation in the liability or threshold models proposed by Falconer (1965; and see Falconer and MacKay 1996) , but they have not been moved forward to an analysis of the number and function of allelic forms of genes that potentially underlie the models. The recent proposal of a single dominant gene that may cause human right-handedness, with left-handedness being the visible manifestation of a loss-offunction allele that causes random left-and right-hand usage (Klar 1996) , remains untested. Nevertheless, there could be multiple causes of human left-or right-handedness, with some individuals being constitutive and others being experience-conditioned as in the mouse, but there is no method to assess the phenotypic reaction norms of human hand usage in order to define different genotypes. The emerging mouse model suggests that the genetics of human manual asymmetry will be more complex than simple allelic variation at a single genetic locus. It is clear from the mouse model that allelic forms of genes do not specify the direction of paw usage; the probability of left-paw versus right-paw usage depends on both the genotype and the context of the test. The controlled and replicatable studies that are possible with the mouse model may be an important platform on which to build an understanding of genes and function in the biology of manual asymmetry.
